
Child name

mos
9-12

Sensory

Practical Life

Cognitive

Social

Language

Motor

Gathers objects 
in nature

Uses basic 
eating utensils

Matches objects

Takes turns

Understands 
sounds made by 

animals

Puts objects in 
and out

Listens for 
sounds

Sorts objects Cleans up spills
Drinks from 

a cup

Develops a 
concept of size

Finds covered 
objects

Points to objects

Recognizes 
simple songs

Makes sounds 
with tools

Shows 
awareness of 

others emotions

Follows simple 
directions

Intentional 
“mama”/”dada”

Puts shapes 
into holes

Stacks assorted 
objects

Begins clapping

Identifies warm 
and cold

Listens for 
familiar voices

Write your own!

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Complete

Seeing progress? Start shading a section!
Don’t worry about perfection or going in order, every child is different!
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We’re so happy to celebrate this momentous occasion with you. 

Your little one is growing so quickly. Cherish this time together and 

find out how to make the most of it.

Congratulations on 
reaching a new milestone!

mos
9-12

Use this sheet to sit down 

with your caregiving partners 

and discuss your little one. 

Set goals for the upcoming 

month and discuss your little 

one’s development through 

the lens of your nanny. 

What activities would you 

love to see your little one do 

this coming month? How can 

you accelerate their growth? 

How can you further support 

each other?

This document is a guide, not 

a rule--every little one reaches 

milestones at different times. 

You and your nanny can adapt 

these activities to fit your 

child’s needs.

As recommended by the CDC 
& American Academy of Pediatrics

When your child does something new...

1

Celebrate yourself 
and your little one!

2

Shade in the 
activity on the front 

of this page

3

Share a picture with 
your loved ones

4

Continue tracking 
their growth!


